Join Us for a Conversation on Locus and Control with...

Stephen Nowicki, Ph.D.

Charles Howard Candler Professor of Psychology Emeritus, Emory University

November 10, 2016
4:00 p.m.
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“Kegs” Reception and Book Signing to Follow

Choice or Chance: Understanding Your Locus of Control and WHY IT MATTERS

Dr. Stephen Nowicki has over 40 years of clinical practice and teaching at Emory University. He received his B. A. from Carroll College, his M. S. from Marquette University, and his Ph.D from Purdue University. He served a clinical psychology internship at the Duke University Medical Center. He is the author of over 350 research publications and presentations and co-author with Marshall Duke of Abnormal Psychology: The experience of being different, Helping the child who doesn’t fit in, Teaching your child the language of social success, Will I ever fit in, and Starting kids out right. In 2015, he received a grant from the Templeton Foundation to study the determinants of locus of control, and his most recent book, Choice or Chance, is based on this research. In it, he explores the implications of a person’s perception of what happens to them (i.e., whether they feel they are in control (Internal Locus) or fate is in control (External Locus)), and how these perceptions can have a profound effect on how peoples’ lives have turn out.

At present, he continues to teach, do research and consult with programs that deal with troubled children in Georgia, Illinois, and California while maintaining a clinical practice.

All are welcome!
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